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 11-26-2009

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 Why choose CSEVideo.com

Visit UpcomingMD.com

1. First and foremost because you want to Pass your CS Exam and obtain a Residency of your choice.

2. Complete video cases of the actual exam. With no interruptions or narrations. So you can focus solely on the

encounter.

3. We use only one Physician so you can develop a sense of consistency for each case, and learn the appropriate

responses for any case.

4. All of our SPs are medical school graduates who Aced the CS exam and have first hand experience on how the SP

responds.

5. All of our cases depict actual scenarios you will experience in your exam.

6. The best price and highest quality for live video programs to Master the CS Exam.

7. Each of our cases mirror the most popular textbooks so you don't have to spend any extra time doing research.

8. Assessment exam to test your ability to quickly and efficiently write the patient note.

9. Mnemonics that can only be found on our site, to master any portion of the patient note in a moments notice.

10. Specialized SEP Audio section created for mastering your SEP specifically for the CS exam.

Here are some examples of our subscribers feedback!

I passed my USMLE STEP 2 CS on my first attempt!!!.

Your videos were extremely helpful.

I went into my exam with SUPREME CONFIDENCE.

I knew I had passed when I exited the testing center.

Thank you so much for a great product.

I will highly recommend your videos and study materials to other students.

Chester I. Clark II. M.D. Candidate class of 2011. Drexel University College of Medicine.

I just got my cs results this morning,

I passed my cs exam on the my first attempt with higher performance in all components. I know it was because of csevideos. Thank

you so much for what you are doing.

Dr. Alain Tagne, Class of 2006, Libreville, GABON

Watch your CS exam online today at

www.csevideo.com
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Find Us on Facebook here

http://www.facebook.com/csevideo

-

-

Last edited by admin; 2 Weeks Ago at 09:53 AM. Reason: Updated as requested by CSEVideo

 

The above post was thanked by:

ahmad_shata (03-13-2010), alexpooshpas (06-23-2010), iron (04-06-2011), Michaels (09-17-2012)

 11-29-2009

1a4usmle 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 27

Threads: 0

Thanked 30 Times in 12 Posts

Reputation: 40

This is interesting and think nobody else has ever offered online videos for the CS.

I'll send my friends 

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-03-2009)

 12-17-2009

3abass 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 25

Threads: 4

Thanked 21 Times in 12 Posts

Reputation: 31

 Awesome

dude,

this is awesome

I'll definitely sign up when I reach my CS exam

This way better than paying $$$$ for Kaplan 

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (03-31-2010)

 12-18-2009
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  #8        

Guntur99 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 12

Threads: 1

Thanked 4 Times in 3 Posts

Reputation: 14

 covering the patient

Is it necessary to place the bed sheet over the patient's lap in all cases? Even when we will not examine the abdomen!

 

 12-18-2009

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Yes, it is necessary to place the drape on the patients lap in every case, it is a sign of courtesy, may sound petty or strange but it tells

the patient that you respect them and their privacy.

 

The above post was thanked by:

fairuzman (08-26-2012)

 12-22-2009

1a4usmle 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 27

Threads: 0

Thanked 30 Times in 12 Posts

Reputation: 40

awesome videos

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-22-2009)

 12-24-2009

accurate 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 38

Threads: 8

Thanked 48 Times in 22 Posts

Reputation: 68

 

 great job cse videos

These videos are a great exam tool, after one watches them, my technique can be learned way quicker.

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (03-31-2010)

 12-29-2009

Sahar 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 2

Threads: 0

Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

Reputation: 11

This is exactly what I needed

I'll definitely sign up for these great videos
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The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (03-31-2010)

 02-17-2010

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

WE ASKED THE STUDENTS WHAT THEY THOUGHT ABOUT CSE VIDEO AND LANGUAGE. HERE IS ONE STUDENTS EXPERIENCE:

To: CSEVideo.com <CSEVideos@aol.com>

Sent: Wed, Feb 17, 2010 1:36 pm

Subject: Re: CSE Video wants your opinion

Thank you CSE videos
I am an IMG who has been out of clinic for around 8 years.

I studied the usual books everyone does (and I am a double 99er) but interestingly I failed my exam. I had no idea if I was supposed to shake hands, where to look, how to

put on gloves, how to give advice to an american patients; even a patient told me during my first try " hey doc you are standing too close to me!"

For my second try I took CSE videos, paid a nominal amount, and was able to "see" how it is done here. I recommend studying FA and watching these videos once or

twice,(at least for IMG's).

I passed easily when I knew what I was supposed to do regarding patient encounter, the ICE part.

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 03-28-2010

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 Assessment exam is now available

We are proud to present the first and only online cs assessment exam.

There are 12 mystery cases and an interactive page for you to type the patient note on a timer with a two minute timing

announcement.

Our new videos will be loaded and completed within the hour.

CSEvideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-23-2010

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 Recent student comments

To: CSEVideo.com <CSEVideos@aol.com>

Sent: Wed, Apr 21, 2010 11:42 am

Subject: Re: PASSING THE CS
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deossalam to all the owners of cse video

thanks God i passed

i am thankful to cse video for their support and help

i got my result today

i am thankful i got great help

i followed point by point to videos and got 4 stars just because of

my hard work and cse videos for giving the way to rock cs

it is realy helpful i recommend everybody should go through these videos

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

The above post was thanked by:

prachu85_v (06-18-2010)

 06-18-2010

prachu85_v 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 76

Threads: 22

Thanked 22 Times in 15 Posts

Reputation: 32

 thanks

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

To: CSEVideo.com <CSEVideos@aol.com>

Sent: Wed, Apr 21, 2010 11:42 am

Subject: Re: PASSING THE CS

deossalam to all the owners of cse video

thanks God i passed

i am thankful to cse video for their support and help

i got my result today

i am thankful i got great help

i followed point by point to videos and got 4 stars just because of

my hard work and cse videos for giving the way to rock cs

it is realy helpful i recommend everybody should go through these videos

hii ppl from csevideos......u guys r the best...thanks a lotfor cuming with these brilliant videos.....i passed my CS n got higher

performance in all categories.......so grateful to u guys...... i hav recommended all my frds to purchase ur videos .......thanks once

again

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (02-20-2011)

 08-14-2010

ivajoia 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 15

Threads: 4

Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts

Reputation: 10

How many have taken the CSE video course and passed ?

 

 08-18-2010

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67
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 passing with csevideo

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in Csevideo.com. As you probably already know today is score reporting day for the cs exam and based on

the feedback we have reviewed and the comments we have received this is the third posting session in a row that the students who

used Csevideo.com have passed the exam with very good scores.

Good Luck

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

The above post was thanked by:

ivajoia (11-05-2010)

 11-09-2010

USDreamer 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 16

Threads: 5

Thanked 11 Times in 6 Posts

Reputation: 21

 Great videos

thank you for the great videos.

They are really great

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (02-20-2011)

 01-26-2011

hs04 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 21

Threads: 2

Thanked 4 Times in 3 Posts

Reputation: 14

Quote:

Originally Posted by Guntur99 

Is it necessary to place the bed sheet over the patient's lap in all cases? Even when we will not examine the abdomen!

the first thing u do before sitting is drapping. Period.

 

 01-27-2011

tima 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 124

Threads: 77

Thanked 61 Times in 25 Posts

Reputation: 73

 2 weeks or 30 days?

Hi guys,

Congratulations to you guys for passing!

I wanted to know if you guys got the 2 week or one month subscription?

I was looking into buying if for 2 weeks, right before my exam, so i wanted to know if that is enough time to go over the entire thing?

Any advice or suggestions are welcome!

Thank you!

 

 02-20-2011
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csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 csevideos full cases

CSEVideo.com offers over 40 full cases from begining to end with no interuptions you can follow the case as if you were in the real

exam.

Visit us today at csevideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 02-20-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 csevideo full cases

CSEVideo offers full cases, we do not stop in our cases to discuss things you already know or have already read in your textbooks, we

show you what it is like to knock on the door and go straight through the entire case without any narrations or disturbances, you get a

chance to feel and experience what the real exam is like. Other programs teach you what you might need, we show you exactly what is

going to happen when you take your exam.

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 03-03-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

 CSEVideo discount

Hi,

Thank you for such positive feedback regarding CSEVideos. We are pleased to help so many students all around the world pass the

step 2 cs exam on the 1st, 2nd or 3rd attempt. We received so many emails this reporting period of passing scores we want to say

thank you.

We want to show our appreciation by offering a discount to anyone who needs or wants a discount, because our videos can only be

found on our website. Please send us an email at csevideos@aol.com and we will give you the package you need at a discounted rate.

Thank you and good luck in your exam

CSEVideo

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

The above post was thanked by:

sunnyraina1985 (03-04-2011)

 03-20-2011
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usmledee 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 257

Threads: 69

Thanked 118 Times in 61 Posts

Reputation: 128

 CSEVideos..Have a question on video 2-8

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,

Thank you for such positive feedback regarding CSEVideos. We are pleased to help so many students all around the world pass

the step 2 cs exam on the 1st, 2nd or 3rd attempt. We received so many emails this reporting period of passing scores we

want to say thank you.

We want to show our appreciation by offering a discount to anyone who needs or wants a discount, because our videos can

only be found on our website. Please send us an email at csevideos@aol.com and we will give you the package you need at a

discounted rate.

Thank you and good luck in your exam

CSEVideo

First of all thanks. I signed up for your videos some time ago. Think they are pretty good, but I do have a question on one of the

videos I've seen so far.

This could also be a general question to anyone that knows the answer, even without haven seen the video.

When a patient says they are in pain and they want meds, what is the most appropriate answer? Now I am not talking about saying "

well I need to take history, do a physical exam and run tests first" that I know we must say. Some of the tests could take a couple

days to get the result. The patient is in pain. So if I have reached a suspicion of what could be causing the patient to be in pain, would

it be safe to say " ok I have completed my history and physical examination. I can give you something now to relieve the pain, while

we wait for your test results, and as soon as we have those, we will have a better idea of what the problem is and how to further treat

you. " ?? I am mentioning this because I don't totally agree with the closure statement in video (2-8). The doc mentions tests must be

done, will take a couple days to get results, and then will give meds, including for pain. BUT THE PATIENT IS IN PAIN !!! You can't

expect the patient to wait two days until they get their pain meds. Am I right???

Please watch this video again and see for yourself.

 

 03-20-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your question.

The CS exam is different from what you would do in an actual clinical setting. In an actual clinical setting, you may offer the patient an

OTC for their pain. However, the purpose in the exam for the sp to be asking for a pain medication is twofold, one due to actual pain

and two simply for the purpose of retrieving pain medication from you. I would recommend the outline you see in the video for the CS

exam unless during your closure the sp request's pain medication a second time. Then you would respond by saying "Yes I can give

you some pain medication today." It is very common that the sp will demand pain medication at the beginning of the encounter so that

you can be tested on your initial response and ability to show empathy. If you have any other questions please let us know we are

happy to respond.

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

The above post was thanked by:

usmledee (03-20-2011)

 03-20-2011

usmledee 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 257

Threads: 69

Thanked 118 Times in 61 Posts

Reputation: 128
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Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,

Thank you for your question.

The CS exam is different from what you would do in an actual clinical setting. In an actual clinical setting, you may offer the

patient an OTC for their pain. However, the purpose in the exam for the sp to be asking for a pain medication is twofold, one

due to actual pain and two simply for the purpose of retrieving pain medication from you. I would recommend the outline you

see in the video for the CS exam unless during your closure the sp request's pain medication a second time. Then you would

respond by saying "Yes I can give you some pain medication today." It is very common that the sp will demand pain

medication at the beginning of the encounter so that you can be tested on your initial response and ability to show empathy. If

you have any other questions please let us know we are happy to respond.

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

I appreciate your response. Thank you. I understand that sometimes management of the SP may differ from an actual setting, but

there is one more point that I would like to discuss. One of the possible Diffrentials was "acute appendicitis". Given that this is an

acute, painful condition, would we still ask the patient to wait for 2 days until results return, even when we have suspicion of

appendicitis? I noticed the doc in the video did not even consider Abdominal U/S. Would that not be relevant though when I suspect

appendicitis? And with that suspicion, should I not keep the patient under observation, should she need surgical intervention. With

appendicitis, there is the risk of rupture, correct? That's why it seemed unconventional for me to see the doc tell the patient " wait 2

days, we will call you".

I would appreciate it if you would kindly take the time to clarify this for me. Also I would like to add to that the same patient did

mention the need for an aanalgesic just prior to physical examination, so it was mentioned twice.

Thank you again. Your input is important.

 

 03-20-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

In the event the sp should request pain medica�ons during your closure, I would recommend you offer them medica�on upon your

dismissal. This pa�ent did not request medica�on upon closure of the case and therefore was not offered pain medica�on at that �me. If she

had said "doc look before you go I need some pain meds" or something to that effect, then surely the doctor would have offered pain relief

op�ons.

You have a choice on your work up list to put the tes�ng op�ons you would choose for that par�cular case, you can have a list of 100

diagnos�c tests for various complaints, however, you are not required to discuss every possible diagnos�c procedure with the sp, sugges�ng

the first few test to the sp is sufficient in the CS exam.

When wri�ng your work up its is important to list the most relevant tests. This case was most likely a PID case. There is no problem in lis�ng

an abdominal us however, an abdominal x-ray, urine and blood test would be your first work up if you suspected appendici�s. The first

differen�al that is listed is PID. For further diagnosis in PID case a laparoscopy would be indicated. Therefore, gram staining and pelvic exam

could confirm diagnosis of PID. This is obvious by the indica�on of unilateral pain. This pa�ent had vital signs WNL which is contradicted if it

was appendici�s.

Appendici�s comes with constant vomi�ng and relentless abdominal pain, and fever. Moreover the pa�ent notes suggest to you that the

case is PID due to discharge, spo2ng and previous STD.

As you view the videos, it is good to brainstorm clinical ideas, as you will need to do this for your exam and throughout your career. The

videos are meant to give you guidance on how to interact with the pa�ent and perform your por�on of the exam empathe�cally while

presen�ng your ability to share your clinical knowledge. In addi�on, the pa�ent notes add clarifica�on of the interac�on you view for that

par�cular case.

Thank You and good luck in your exam

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com
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The above post was thanked by:

usmledee (03-20-2011)

 03-22-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

usmledee:

You are very welcome and if you have any other questions about the videos or the CS exam we will be happy to help out.

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-15-2011

drlouis 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 30

Threads: 5

Thanked 14 Times in 11 Posts

Reputation: 24

just tell them

because your the best! that why you choose it!

thank you I think i actually aced the CS because your videos were just like the CS , good job folks!!!!!!!!

only my results will tell! feeling good though

 

 04-19-2011

squirl 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 9

Threads: 0

Thanked 6 Times in 3 Posts

Reputation: 16

yeah dr louis i agree with man

wished i used it the first time!!!

 

 04-22-2011

drlouis 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 30

Threads: 5

Thanked 14 Times in 11 Posts

Reputation: 24

hey squirl

yeah i told you the other post this is the right things for the cs

if you have time 4 weeks csevideo and fa i did it in 3 only cause i was till doing hosp patients so it made it easier

 

 04-28-2011

Doctor Queen 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 48

Threads: 20

Thanked 27 Times in 5 Posts

Reputation: 37
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 hw to get cse videos

Hi.can anybody tell me hw can i get da whole set of cases of CSE videos?????r they available in market or i ll ve to buy online????

 

 04-28-2011

dr_dad 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 6

Threads: 0

Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

Reputation: 11

hey doc queen

go to csevideo.com you can get it all there they are not on dvd or in stores, only online

good luck

 

 05-17-2011

Haisook 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 755

Threads: 125

Thanked 560 Times in 253 Posts

Reputation: 580

I'm subscribed to CSEvideo. It's good so far. However, I've noticed that there are many cases not found in First Aid and many cases in

FA with no analogues in CSEvideo.

I wonder if the cases in CSEvideo that are not found in FA are high-yield? I mean why did you choose to specifically present such

cases?

__________________
I've regained my honor [99/99].

 

 05-19-2011

iron 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 229

Threads: 43

Thanked 49 Times in 42 Posts

Reputation: 59

Quote:

Originally Posted by Haisook 

I'm subscribed to CSEvideo. It's good so far. However, I've noticed that there are many cases not found in First Aid and many

cases in FA with no analogues in CSEvideo.

I wonder if the cases in CSEvideo that are not found in FA are high-yield? I mean why did you choose to specifically present

such cases?

hey did u find the answer ? Even i want to know to answer of it ,m planing to subscribe it as well ,but do want to know why different

cases ,r those high yield?

 

 05-20-2011

Haisook 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 755

Threads: 125

Thanked 560 Times in 253 Posts

Reputation: 580

Quote:

Originally Posted by iron 

hey did u find the answer ? Even i want to know to answer of it ,m planing to subscribe it as well ,but do want to know why
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  #36        

  #37        

different cases ,r those high yield?

No I haven't received an answer yet.

I still recommend the site, even if for 2 weeks. Seeing the encounters live many times helps a lot. You even start to memorize the

questions while listening.

__________________
I've regained my honor [99/99].

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011), iron (05-20-2011)

 05-24-2011

doc.mav 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 240

Threads: 11

Thanked 143 Times in 98 Posts

Reputation: 153

 thanks

Thanks for resetting my Expiry period. I feel bad at doubting you guys previously,but thanks again for restoring my faith. Your videos

are brilliant anyhow. Hope to give positive result to you soon.

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 06-15-2011

pattyjn 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 12

Threads: 3

Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 15

thank you you guys are very nice and i passed today and i really do you give you alot of credit for the work you are doing with imgs

thank you

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 06-29-2011

drlouis 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 30

Threads: 5

Thanked 14 Times in 11 Posts

Reputation: 24

thank you csevideo from the students at new york medical college

we all passed watching you!

meaning to post this message a week ago but busy with matching

have a great day!

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 07-16-2011

imgmama 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CS

Posts: 11

Threads: 4

Thanked 9 Times in 3 Posts

Reputation: 19
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  #38        

  #39        

  #40        

yes very good program is csevideo i see my exam is exact to your videos and now i hope for a pass

thank you

 

 08-17-2011

mikecs 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 9

Threads: 1

Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

Reputation: 12

thank you csevideo

i think your videos are excellent and i know they helped me pass today

dont worry about all those studpid comments

you cant win them all

you have a good product and keep going

god bless

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 08-18-2011

mann8623 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 7

Threads: 2

Thanked 2 Times in 1 Post

Reputation: 12

 thanks allot

thanks for valuable information

 

 08-19-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

__________________

CSEVideo.com
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  #41        

  #42        

  #43        

  #44        

  #45        

  #46        

 

 08-24-2011

doc.mav 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 240

Threads: 11

Thanked 143 Times in 98 Posts

Reputation: 153

 Thanks

Hi,

I would like to thank you for the excellent and professional guidance your program gave me which helped me clear my CS exam in first

go despite the fact that I had no clue of how Clinical system works in U.S.

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 09-14-2011

theunique 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 49

Threads: 6

Thanked 63 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 73

Dear CSE vidoes...is there any discount coupon code for USMLE forum members??m interested in ur gold package

 

 10-03-2011

kasem26 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 17

Threads: 6

Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

Reputation: 11

 hiiiiii

i have a problem i dont know how to pay for the cse videos without using the pay pal i have credit card but no pay pal account is that

possible without pay pal [please help me u can contact me with a private message and thanks

 

 10-06-2011

philomena 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 6

Threads: 0

Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts

Reputation: 10

 Promotion code

How do I get the promotion code to subscribe to CSE videos? I need a discount. Please let me know.

 

 10-20-2011

cardio99 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 17

Threads: 2

Thanked 11 Times in 6 Posts

Reputation: 21

thank you

I have a nice report for using your program

 

 11-25-2011
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  #47        

  #48        

  #49        

  #50        

drahmednawaz 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 115

Threads: 7

Thanked 306 Times in 92 Posts

Reputation: 316

 Must Watch!!

Me and my friend are enjoying them so much. We are learning so fast. Our confidence is so much boosted.

 

 12-02-2011

amberafzal 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 110

Threads: 24

Thanked 37 Times in 24 Posts

Reputation: 47

I want to know the exact number of cases that is there in to know if I should prescribe it for 7 days or 17?

 

 12-02-2011

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

Please feel free to contact us directly at cse@csevideo.com.

We have 48 videos in total, 12 of those videos are mystery cases where the chief complaint is NOT given and the student must figure

out what the sp is attempting to tell you. These 12 videos come with a timed patient note page where the student then types a patient

note regarding the mystery case. Otherwise there are 36 additional case videos. If you click on the samples tab on our homepage you

will find a list under "videos" of all the cases provided. Each video is between 12-15 minutes they begin with knocking on the door and

go straight through to the closure with no interruptions except for a beep that sounds off when there is five minutes remaining.

The 17 day package is a good package to become comfortable with the program. However, the time frame depends on your medical

experience and the amount of time you have to prepare for the exam.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

cse@csevideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

The above post was thanked by:

amberafzal (12-03-2011)

 12-17-2011

amberafzal 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 110

Threads: 24

Thanked 37 Times in 24 Posts

Reputation: 47

ur videos are all visual clips rite or theyre just audio?

 

 12-17-2011
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  #51        

  #52        

  #53        

amberafzal 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 110

Threads: 24

Thanked 37 Times in 24 Posts

Reputation: 47

Your payment options do not include the country Pakistan..how should I subscribe to it by using my credit card I wanted it now.

 

 12-17-2011

theunique 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 49

Threads: 6

Thanked 63 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 73

 Highly recommended!

Hello guyz (and girls of course)

I am an IMG (from Pakistan) and I recently passed my CS exam. I used CSE videos as part of my prep, i would say they are pretty

helpful. At least you get a clue about how to execute things in the real exam.

Of course nothing beats actual practice but watching videos gives u an idea of how to approach the patient.

so, for all of those who are wondering whether or not use the video....i would say..just go ahead with it. Its not expensive and u have

already paid a high fee for ur exam not to mention the cost of traveling and accommodation that is added, and passing CS, especially

in the first attempt is such a big bonus.

So for all the reasons just give FA a read then watch the videos and PRACTICE A LOT with a friend.

I wish everyone the very best of luck.

 

The above post was thanked by:

csevideo (12-17-2011)

 12-21-2011

amberafzal 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 110

Threads: 24

Thanked 37 Times in 24 Posts

Reputation: 47

Quote:

Originally Posted by theunique 

Hello guyz (and girls of course)

I am an IMG (from Pakistan) and I recently passed my CS exam. I used CSE videos as part of my prep, i would say they are

pretty helpful. At least you get a clue about how to execute things in the real exam.

Of course nothing beats actual practice but watching videos gives u an idea of how to approach the patient.

so, for all of those who are wondering whether or not use the video....i would say..just go ahead with it. Its not expensive and

u have already paid a high fee for ur exam not to mention the cost of traveling and accommodation that is added, and passing

CS, especially in the first attempt is such a big bonus.

So for all the reasons just give FA a read then watch the videos and PRACTICE A LOT with a friend.

I wish everyone the very best of luck.

but the fact remains they cant be subscribed on any credit card from pakistan and askin sumbody abroad for his credit is not a very

comfortable idea...so id advise CSE videos to do sumthing about it..the other ways dat they suggest are tym consuming.

 

 12-21-2011

theunique 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 49

Threads: 6

Thanked 63 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 73

yea,it is time consuming ,a little, but dats the only way.i did by the same method.u have to transfer required money to some middle

company,and then u pay CSE videos thru that
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  #54        

  #55        

  #56        

 02-09-2012

priya1 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 145

Threads: 47

Thanked 37 Times in 26 Posts

Reputation: 47

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

Please feel free to contact us directly at cse@csevideo.com.

We have 48 videos in total, 12 of those videos are mystery cases where the chief complaint is NOT given and the student must

figure out what the sp is attempting to tell you. These 12 videos come with a timed patient note page where the student then

types a patient note regarding the mystery case. Otherwise there are 36 additional case videos. If you click on the samples tab

on our homepage you will find a list under "videos" of all the cases provided. Each video is between 12-15 minutes they begin

with knocking on the door and go straight through to the closure with no interruptions except for a beep that sounds off when

there is five minutes remaining.

The 17 day package is a good package to become comfortable with the program. However, the time frame depends on your

medical experience and the amount of time you have to prepare for the exam.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

cse@csevideo.com

you people are best I have purchased it few days back and I am looking forward to tell all my friends, very nice work as IMG I feel best

thing I have done is using your videos even thought I have just started them .I just have 1 concern with your material notes we are

not able to print them why you dont allow them to print like other website do allow to print notes etc.,

 

 03-08-2012

USMLE-Syndrome 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 1,206

Threads: 180

Thanked 964 Times in 429 Posts

Reputation: 978

Hi

I want subscribe for CSEVideo but I have only 7 gigabyte download limits per month so is the video need a lot gigabyte to download

them

how many gigabyte do I need so that I can watch video online ( all the 46 video )

thanks a lot

 

 03-11-2012

BrianDM 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 38

Threads: 0

Thanked 19 Times in 12 Posts

Reputation: 29

Quote:

Originally Posted by miss patho 

Hi

I want subscribe for CSEVideo but I have only 7 gigabyte download limits per month so is the video need a lot gigabyte to

download them

how many gigabyte do I need so that I can watch video online ( all the 46 video )

thanks a lot

You are not going to download anything, you will be streaming the videos online, just like how you watch YouTube.
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  #58        

  #59        

 03-12-2012

USMLE-Syndrome 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 1,206

Threads: 180

Thanked 964 Times in 429 Posts

Reputation: 978

Quote:

Originally Posted by BrianDM 

You are not going to download anything, you will be streaming the videos online, just like how you watch YouTube.

thanks a lot

yes i know that but even one video in you tube need 20 mega bite to watch

so csvideo need how many gega bite so that i can watch them

 

 03-13-2012

Lena 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 276

Threads: 9

Thanked 305 Times in 123 Posts

Reputation: 315

Currently using CSE video along with FA for CS practice for an April exam, and I think they are great, I love visuals. I am reviewing

abdominal pain video, and have some suggestions.

1) The doctor should have shown more empathy in the intro, when he stated pain is 9/10, she didnt say "Oh I am sorry to hear that

blah blah"

2) Also when he stated that he is vomiting 2 cups every few hrs, she could have said "I am sorry to hear, that must be frustrating, I

will do my best to figure out why " or something similar.

2) The doctor should have asked if his friends are experiencing similar symptoms, since he said it started after being out drinking and

eating with them.

3) When he had coughing bouts, the doctor never expressed empathy.

4) How come abdominal exam isnt done with the knees bent, so ab muscles can be relaxed. In video, patient had his feet crossed.

5) How come she doesnt check for CVA tenderness, would be easy to do right after doing pulmonary exam at the back.

6) How come she doesnt palpate the flanks, it would just take a sec more, and is significant to the exam.

7) The following should be shown, testing psoas sign, obturator sign, Rovsing's sign too. At least 1 test to test for appendicitis would be

good in any patient that presents with sudden abdominal pain.

Thanks, just a heads up, also for others using it too.

 

The above post was thanked by:

drciri (03-13-2012)

 03-13-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your comments.

I would like to address your concerns regarding this case.

In the video Dr. Reynolds says at least 3 times I am sorry to hear about what you are experiencing and I will do everything I can to
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  #60        

  #61        

help you today.

The sp was a smoker in real life so his cough had nothing to do with the case.

The physical exam was done specifically for an abdominal case, the amount of time in the room with the sp is limited, and therefore

the physical exam must be done within the time frame allotted.

The psoas and obturator were not done because the case did not involve appendicitis as a differential and a CVA tenderness was not

checked because the sp did not state any pain or changes with urination.

Light and deep palpitations are done in all four quadrants along with the inspection, auscultation, and Murphy’s.

The videos are done specifically for the CS Exam and follow the outline that is found in the most popular textbooks regarding history

and physical exam.

Please feel free to contact us directly at info@csevideo.com if you have any comments, questions, or concerns.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 03-13-2012

Lena 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 276

Threads: 9

Thanked 305 Times in 123 Posts

Reputation: 315

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,

Thank you for your comments.

I would like to address your concerns regarding this case.

In the video Dr. Reynolds says at least 3 times I am sorry to hear about what you are experiencing and I will do everything I

can to help you today.

The sp was a smoker in real life so his cough had nothing to do with the case.

The physical exam was done specifically for an abdominal case, the amount of time in the room with the sp is limited, and

therefore the physical exam must be done within the time frame allotted.

The psoas and obturator were not done because the case did not involve appendicitis as a differential and a CVA tenderness

was not checked because the sp did not state any pain or changes with urination.

Light and deep palpitations are done in all four quadrants along with the inspection, auscultation, and Murphy’s.

The videos are done specifically for the CS Exam and follow the outline that is found in the most popular textbooks regarding

history and physical exam.

Please feel free to contact us directly at info@csevideo.com if you have any comments, questions, or concerns.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

Thanks for prompt response, hope we are talking about same video. There is clearly only light palpation, no deep palpation with both

hands, and flanks should always be checked, just one sec.

I can actually go back and review and find what time mark the empathy u indicated was used and post on here. All in all videos are

great, just wanted to point these out so ppl are aware.

 

 03-13-2012
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  #63        

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your response.

It is video set 3 # 5 John Checker 32 yo male c/o abdominal pain.

At 9:03 Dr. Reynolds states “I’d like to press deeper is that ok?” She then begins deep palpa�on with two hands.

At 1:39 Dr. Reynolds states “I am very sorry to hear about what you are experiencing, I am going to do everything I can to help you.” At 3:02

the sp describes the vomit and Dr. Reynolds then says again, I am very sorry to hear about what you are experiencing I am going to do

everything I can to help you.” The sp then expresses frustra�on with answering ques�ons and begins to demand some pain medica�on.

This approach will assist you in mastering the sp in the CS exam. I hope this response clears up some of the ques�ons you have.

Thank you for your membership and Please feel free to contact us any�me at info@csevideo.com.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-01-2012

Lena 
USMLE Forums Veteran

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 276

Threads: 9

Thanked 305 Times in 123 Posts

Reputation: 315

Thanks, just wanted to give an update. I've been using CSEVIDEO since, and so far its been working great since my last complaint. Its

helpful using it alongside FA, also if there is a PE component you dont understand, you can find clips online that can show you that

more in detail.

I cant find a video on confusion/memory loss, is there one? Only close one I see is Dizziness. Please can you direct me to it. Thanks

 

 04-01-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

HI Lena,

Thank you for your feedback.

We also have PE videos on our website that go into detail for each system.

Please check you inbox for additional information regarding the case you referred to.

Please feel free to contact us at anytime at info@csevideo.com

Thank you and Good luck in your exam.

CSEVideo

__________________

CSEVideo.com
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  #65        

  #66        

  #67        

 04-08-2012

LatinGeorge 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 645

Threads: 47

Thanked 387 Times in 247 Posts

Reputation: 397

I have a question for CSE, i'm taking your course, started recently. I have a question about the patient note, interface of the patient

note you have in your website is different as the one in the usmle webpage practice material, please let us know what to expect in the

real exam regarding the patient note.

Thanks.

 

 04-09-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

HI,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

In the actual exam the patient note outline will look like the one on the USMLE webpage. We will be updating our site to reflect the

exact interface for the patient note. We also have the outline and a timed page for the upcoming new patient note.

Good Luck in your exam.

If you need additional assistance please feel free to contact us anytime at info@csevideo.com for an immediate response.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 05-02-2012

only2junk 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 40

Threads: 17

Thanked 3 Times in 3 Posts

Reputation: 13

hi , i just wanted to know if u have new set of videos for new pattern cs or its the old ones since new pattern stresses more on positve

and negative findings from physical examination to support the dd and what is new or changed in cse videos for new patten

thanks

 

 05-02-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

As of now we have several Universities and students using our current videos to prepare for the new CS exam. The contents in the

current video program will assist you in preparing for ICE, CIS and SEP as it is related to the new CS exam format. We currently have

the new patient note placed in an interactive timed page on our website.

We are currently in the process of uploading new patient notes for our current videos. We are also updating the new CS exam patient
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  #69        

  #70        

note interactive page. Over the next few months we will be adding additional videos to our programs.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Please feel free to contact us at anytime at info@csevideo.com for a immediate response.

Good Luck in your exam.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 05-07-2012

AMOONA 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 14

Threads: 1

Thanked 30 Times in 5 Posts

Reputation: 40

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in Csevideo.com. As you probably already know today is score reporting day for the cs exam and

based on the feedback we have reviewed and the comments we have received this is the third posting session in a row that the

students who used Csevideo.com have passed the exam with very good scores.

Good Luck

Thank you for this useful tool.

I am planning to take cs before since I am an IMG and need cs exam results early. I am really concerned about that  do you think

these videos help me catch up regardless?

Thank you again

 

 05-08-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

HI,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

Based on our experience since our inception the students who use our videos as an outline for the CS Exam preparation pass the exam

on the first attempt. We have both AMG's and IMGs' from all over the world who use our products. We have several Universities who

purchase our program in bulk for their students.

Based on this experience we would recommend that the video program will assist you in mastering the CS Exam. However, there are

multiple factors that are involved, such as, the amount of time you have available to prepare and your medical experience.

I hope this response assists you.

If you need additional assistance please feel free to contact us at anytime at info@csevideo.com for a more immediate response.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 06-27-2012

spring 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 27

Threads: 14

Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

Reputation: 11
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 new pattern of cs?

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

HI,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

Based on our experience since our inception the students who use our videos as an outline for the CS Exam preparation pass

the exam on the first attempt. We have both AMG's and IMGs' from all over the world who use our products. We have several

Universities who purchase our program in bulk for their students.

Based on this experience we would recommend that the video program will assist you in mastering the CS Exam. However,

there are multiple factors that are involved, such as, the amount of time you have available to prepare and your medical

experience.

I hope this response assists you.

If you need additional assistance please feel free to contact us at anytime at info@csevideo.com for a more immediate

response.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

HI

is the videos available in CSEvideoo follow the new pattern?

i wanted to join.

thanks

 

 06-28-2012

mohamedhany2311 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: CS Only

Posts: 9

Threads: 0

Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

Reputation: 12

Thanx for ur guidance.

I used csevideos and they benefited me very much to pass on first attempt.

keep it up

 

 06-30-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi Spring.

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com

We answered a very similar question in a previous post and here is our response.

As of now we have several Universities and students using our current videos to prepare for the new CS exam. The

contents in the current video program will assist you in preparing for ICE, CIS and SEP as it is related to the new CS

exam format. We currently have the new patient note placed in an interactive timed page on our website.

We are currently in the process of uploading new patient notes for our current videos. We are also updating the new CS

exam patient note interactive page. Over the next few months we will be adding additional videos to our programs.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Please feel free to contact us at anytime at info@csevideo.com for a immediate response.

Good Luck in your exam.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com
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 06-30-2012

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi mohamedhany2311,

Congratulations on your exam result. Good Luck in your future medical career. Thank you for your kind words.

Best Regards,

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 09-17-2012

alejandrohernand 
USMLE Forums Newbie

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 1

Threads: 0

Thanked 0 Times in 0 Posts

Reputation: 10

CSEVideo is really useful. The best tool you could find for your CS exam.

 

 09-18-2012

doc ronie 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 119

Threads: 15

Thanked 106 Times in 47 Posts

Reputation: 116

I've been searching for this kind or review materials for step 2cs. i only opened this forum recently now that my cs exam is 3 wks from

today. i will definitely buy this. the usmleworld step2cs subscription i bought wasn't really helpful. i've always wanted to fid a review

material with video clips on how the actual exam is done. i'll quickly subscribe to this review material as soon as i reach home later this

evening after work. i hope this review material will not disappoint me. thanks .

 

 10-03-2012

imgaspirant 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 28

Threads: 8

Thanked 4 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 14

i just saw the first sample video regarding leg pain.

everything was good but the the video portion was not smooth.

audio was smooth but video was very jerky.

is there any thing wrong with that video or should change anything in my system.

i have latest flash player.

 

 10-07-2012
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csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your interest in CSEVideo.com.

Here are some useful instructions regarding the videos on the website.

Please be sure you have downloaded adobe flash player 10+, there is a link

for this download on the homepage under the sample video.

The videos and notes are best viewed using Firefox as your browser, this link will help you with the download http://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/new/

When you are on the Mozilla site you can click "Systems and Languages" under the download link to find the right download for your needs.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

For an immediate response to any inquiry, please feel free to contact us anytime at info@csevideo.com.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 10-13-2012

rosaly19 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 27

Threads: 6

Thanked 10 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 20

 I passsed

thank you csevideo and dr reynolds I have cleared my cs exam and I am sure this is from the training in your videos and Gods help

keep it up

 

 12-05-2012

doc ronie 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 119

Threads: 15

Thanked 106 Times in 47 Posts

Reputation: 116

 i cleared cs today...so happy

thank you so much csevideos...i owe you for passing my CS...

got my result today...PASS PASS PASS...with high performance

i took my exam on 12 oct in philly...i was scared because they say philly is not IMG friendly and i only knew about this info about 2

wks before my exam...so when i took the exam, i was not surprised to find out that i'm the only IMG taking the exam in that testing

center in philly for the morning session of that day...IMGs are obviously avoiding this testing center...

but I was not disheartened...I know that I can do it because I know I have prepared myself well enough using csevideos...

thank you..thank you...thank you...
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  #81        

  #82        

miss_lena 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 33

Threads: 7

Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 15

 CSE videos+FA=awesome

Quote:

Originally Posted by doc ronie 

thank you so much csevideos...i owe you for passing my CS...

got my result today...PASS PASS PASS...with high performance

i took my exam on 12 oct in philly...i was scared because they say philly is not IMG friendly and i only knew about this info

about 2 wks before my exam...so when i took the exam, i was not surprised to find out that i'm the only IMG taking the exam

in that testing center in philly for the morning session of that day...IMGs are obviously avoiding this testing center...

but I was not disheartened...I know that I can do it because I know I have prepared myself well enough using csevideos...

thank you..thank you...thank you...

Hey.

Just wanted to say that the CSE videos used with FA is a great combination  I got my CS score report on wednesday and I got higher

performance in all categories.. I felt my exam was awful, wanted to leave in the middle of it all, just because I felt like a bad doctor,

stressing like crazy.. At the time I thought I flunked by a milestone, but looking back at it now, I realize that the sources I used gave

me all the information necessary to pass the exam.

A big plus to CSE videos cause the surroundings and the equipment looked a lot like the real test center.And as for the cases..i felt

they just altered the info from FA and put it into to life. And also, the lady featured in all the videos..her voice got stuck in my head,

and it helped me keep the dialogue going with the patients even if I was so nervous I wanted to vomit. they even have that timed PT

function, so you can practice your typing speed..believe me, time flies during this exam, so better practice typing fast and with

understandable abbreviations. For me it was essential as Im Norwegian and used to typing patient notes in my own language.

But believe it or not, I did something right..and now I have my certification, only need to graduate and get my last good LORs

Im still floating on cloud 9, couldn't have been more happy.

Good luck to all you other IMGs out there, if I can do it, you can do it 

Last edited by miss_lena; 12-07-2012 at 08:16 AM. Reason: typo

 

 02-19-2013

medhelp 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 98

Threads: 35

Thanked 17 Times in 10 Posts

Reputation: 27

Hi,

How long does for IMG prepare for cs? How long should I watch csevideo? Is there any difference between 3 packages except duration.

Will there be new changes after June 2013.

Thank you

 

 02-19-2013

miss_lena 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 33

Threads: 7

Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 15

 CS prep
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Quote:

Originally Posted by medhelp 

Hi,

How long does for IMG prepare for cs? How long should I watch csevideo? Is there any difference between 3 packages except

duration.

Will there be new changes after June 2013.

Thank you

Hey.

I studied intensively for a month..studied sporadically prior to this. I felt like I studied way more productive as soon as I used the

combination of CSEvideos and the FA book.

I would say that everything depends on your english proficiency level as well as clinical experience from the US. My english is very

advanced, so that was never an issue for me. CSE videos helped to familiarize me with the entire encounter you would face during the

CS exam I hadn't had any rotations prior to my CS. CSEvideos is also good for practicing writing patient notes with a timer. It is a very

distinct genre they want for the CS exam. not sure how things work after their recent meeting. I know there was some talk about

changes that were to be made for the CS exam. So probably a good idea to look into that as well..

good luck!

 

The above post was thanked by:

medhelp (02-20-2013)

 02-20-2013

DrBear 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS+3

Posts: 28

Threads: 0

Thanked 14 Times in 7 Posts

Reputation: 24

seems like there's a lot of positive reviews - what is the quality of video like?

 

 02-20-2013

miss_lena 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: 1 + CK

Posts: 33

Threads: 7

Thanked 5 Times in 4 Posts

Reputation: 15

 not too bad

hey.

The quality is allright. you get the gist of things. I would recommend trying them, even for a short period. much easier to learn the

cases in FA if you use them alongside the CSEvideos. At least I thought so

Quote:

Originally Posted by DrBear 

seems like there's a lot of positive reviews - what is the quality of video like?

 

 03-28-2013

Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116

Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619

This is my initial impression of CSE Video:

1. CSE Video is the most primitive and pathetic website I have come across in years. Reminds me of websites 15 years ago.

2. You have to type the "Capta" in addition to your username and password every time you log in. Why? another waste of time.

3. Even if you log out completely according to the instructions under FAQ it will keep on giving the "Multiple Log in error" . I didn't pay

for not being allowed to log back in. For me every minute counts and I should have 24/7 access since I PAID for it.
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4. When I first logged in there were multiple file errors.

I will update my experience IF I manage to log in again failing which I would like a refund since I do not have any time to waste.

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

 04-04-2013

Sadde 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: 1 + CS

Posts: 188

Threads: 15

Thanked 79 Times in 62 Posts

Reputation: 89

i just bought CSEvideos and i tried to get a hold of the study guides but not a single one was working!!!! pls CSEvideo solve this .

thanks you

__________________

Life is a sexually transmitted disease.

 

 04-04-2013

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your post.

We apologize for any inconveniences. Scribd.com is in the process of

updating their website.

Please go to http://www.scribd.com/csevideo and type in the Patient note

title you need to review and the note will appear.

Their update should be completed shortly.

The notes that correlate to the videos are available on the CSEVideo.com website.

We apologize for any inconveniences and appreciate your patience.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Please feel to contact us anytime at cse@csevideo.com for an immediate response.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-04-2013

Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116

Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi,
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Thank you for your post.

We apologize for any inconveniences. Scribd.com is in the process of

updating their website.

Please go to http://www.scribd.com/csevideo and type in the Patient note

title you need to review and the note will appear.

Their update should be completed shortly.

The notes that correlate to the videos are available on the CSEVideo.com website.

We apologize for any inconveniences and appreciate your patience.

If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Please feel to contact us anytime at cse@csevideo.com for an immediate response.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

So, you decided to ignore my post. Not a very bright idea but judging by your website what else can you expect. How long do you

think you will be able to fool people?

Everything except the videos does not work and I will make sure everyone knows about these problems. It's already been

six days and you are saying that the so called update will be completed shortly?

Your videos (the only thing I could access) are outdated and some of them outright wrong e,g. Video set 2 (7) Dr. Raynolds says

during closure " We may do an X-ray" ?????

X-ray in a pregnant patient?

I'll keep updating this thread whenever I come across another gross mistake like as above.

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

 04-04-2013

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi Novobiocin,

Thank you for your post. We apologize for any inconveniences. We are currently updating the site and the scribd notes will be placed

back on the website in the next few days. If you would like to send an email to cse@csevideo.com we are happy to send you the scribd

links for the notes you are interested in.

The videos are up to date and reflect what is expected in the USMLE Step 2 CS exam.

The captcha is required as part of the sign in to avoid spam and any other interferences with the website. We apologize for this

inconvenience.

The log in is set up so that the videos are not streaming without being watched. Please log off completely to log back in, in some cases

it can take a few minutes to log back in.

In video 7 set 2, the suggestion of an x-ray is proposed because when you have a case of a positive pregnancy test taken at the

patients home, lab work is required to confirm the test, so not until there is laboratory confirmation of a pregnancy test do you

considerer the patient pregnant. This why Dr. Reynolds suggested an x-ray.

We apologize for any inconveniences you are experiencing and appreciate your patience.

We answer emails all day long so please feel free to contact us anytime with your questions at cse@csevideo.com

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com
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 04-07-2013

vienna4u 
USMLE Forums Addict

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 104

Threads: 3

Thanked 20 Times in 16 Posts

Reputation: 30

Hello CSEvideos, I would also like a promotion code if one is available for usmle-forums members. My exam is in a few days and I

would like to atleast take the assessment test before the exam

Thank you.

 

 04-16-2013

Nino 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 29

Threads: 7

Thanked 6 Times in 5 Posts

Reputation: 16

After reading the comments on here, most of which were encouraging, I went ahead and subscribed to the CSEvideo. I got the 2 week

subscription cos my exam is next week. Overall, the videos are ok. More than anything, they have helped me develop a

sequence/methodology on how to conduct myself in the exam in order to save time.

I have a few complaints but the most bothersome is why all the patient notes on specific symptoms and study guides won't open! This

is tons of information I don't have access to and PAID for! I have been subscribed for a week now and they are still not accessible. I

feel cheated.

 

 04-16-2013

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi,

Thank you for your post. We apologize for any inconveniences. Scribd.com is in the process of updating their website. Their update should be completed shortly.

If you are having difficulty accessing the notes:

Please go to http://www.scribd.com/csevideo and type in the Patient note title you need to review and the note will appear.

http://www.scribd.com/csevideo/documents?sort_by=title

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784918/MNUMONICSNEURO

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784861/MNEUMONICGENERAL

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784874/MNEUMONICSABDOMINAL

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784881/MNEUMONICSCARDIO

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784887/MNEUMONICSFOLLOWUP

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784895/MNEUMONICSMISC

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784899/MNEUMONICSMSK

http://www.scribd.com/doc/29784909/MNEUMONICSRESPIRATORY

Please feel free to contact us at anytime at cse@cevideo.com for an immediate response. If you need additional assistance please let us know.

Good Luck in your exam

Thank You

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-19-2013

Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116
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Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi Novobiocin,

Thank you for your post. We apologize for any inconveniences. We are currently updating the site and the scribd notes will be

placed back on the website in the next few days. If you would like to send an email to cse@csevideo.com we are happy to

send you the scribd links for the notes you are interested in.

We apologize for any inconveniences you are experiencing and appreciate your patience.

We answer emails all day long so please feel free to contact us anytime with your questions at cse@csevideo.com

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

It's been 2 weeks and the problems are still not sorted out. I have been waiting for patiently but to no avail. And now my subscription

is about to expire. Your apology has lost any meaning and my patience is wearing thin. I see no solution to this problem but to request

a refund as this amounts to "Bait and switch" according to FTC.

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

Last edited by Novobiocin; 04-19-2013 at 09:19 PM.

 04-21-2013

Nino 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Not yet

Posts: 29

Threads: 7

Thanked 6 Times in 5 Posts

Reputation: 16

Hello and thanks for the Scribd links.

I have some questions---is it really ok to do an abd exam with the patient's knees stretched out in the CS exam? Secondly can we do

JVD by just inspection? I don't see Dr. Reynolds using any rulers to asses it? I see that the fundoscopy was done with the light's

on----is that ok for the CS?

 

 04-22-2013

Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116

Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

We answer emails all day long so please feel free to contact us anytime with your questions at cse@csevideo.com

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

I sent an email 2 days ago but still no response ?

Great customer service !

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

 04-23-2013

Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116

Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619
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Still no response ?

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

 04-24-2013

csevideo 
Official Advertiser Representative

 

Steps History: ---

Posts: 65

Threads: 7

Thanked 47 Times in 21 Posts

Reputation: 67

Hi Nino,

Thank you for your post. Please send an email to cse@csevideo.com with any inquiry and we will be happy to answer them for you.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

Hi Novobiocin,

We are very sorry to hear about the difficulty you have experienced. It is our priority to ensure customer service satisfaction on all

levels. We do our best to offer a useful tool in managing the CS exam. We regret to say, that we have not received any emails

regarding the stated issues on your behalf. Please do not hesitate to contact us at cse@csevideo.com and we will be more than happy

to assist you in anyway we can.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

__________________

CSEVideo.com

 

 04-24-2013

shima 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: 1+CK+CS

Posts: 1,097

Threads: 62

Thanked 569 Times in 376 Posts

Reputation: 588

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi Nino,

Thank you for your post. Please send an email to cse@csevideo.com with any inquiry and we will be happy to answer them for

you.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

Hi Novobiocin,

We are very sorry to hear about the difficulty you have experienced. It is our priority to ensure customer service satisfaction on

all levels. We do our best to offer a useful tool in managing the CS exam. We regret to say, that we have not received any

emails regarding the stated issues on your behalf. Please do not hesitate to contact us at cse@csevideo.com and we will be

more than happy to assist you in anyway we can.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

are the videos changes to reflect the new style and grading components of the exam.

The above post was thanked by: Remove Your Thanks

Novobiocin (9 Hours Ago)
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Novobiocin 
USMLE Forums Master

 

Steps History: CK Only

Posts: 1,603

Threads: 116

Thanked 1,609 Times in 897 Posts

Reputation: 1619

Quote:

Originally Posted by csevideo 

Hi Novobiocin,

We are very sorry to hear about the difficulty you have experienced. It is our priority to ensure customer service satisfaction on

all levels. We do our best to offer a useful tool in managing the CS exam. We regret to say, that we have not received any

emails regarding the stated issues on your behalf. Please do not hesitate to contact us at cse@csevideo.com and we will be

more than happy to assist you in anyway we can.

Thank you

CSEVideo.com

If you were expecting an email from "Novobiocin" then, of course, you didn't receive any since that is not my real name (in case you

couldn't figure that out!). But if you didn't receive an email from someone with the above mentioned issue asking for a refund then

we have a very serious problem. I am, therefore, left with no option but to file a complaint to FTC regarding your "Bait and Switch"

as well as file a Paypal claim for refund. I will also take further action as deemed necessary.

__________________
If You Want Something Bad Enough You'll Find A Way !

The above post was thanked by:

shima (04-25-2013)

 05-02-2013

DrAGA 
USMLE Forums Scout

 

Steps History: Step 1 Only

Posts: 41

Threads: 12

Thanked 3 Times in 2 Posts

Reputation: 13

hi

first i want to say that scevideos are the best@and thanks a lot for that!

i have account but i am having a huge problem to study and take my exam now...so i have to ask...is that possible to froze account fro

limited time?coz i dont want to loss my account and many also...
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